Monthly Meeting Topic

New Post Officers Inductions

Topics of Discussion: Soils stabilization.

Presented By: Rob Altman program manager for Uretek USA. A Texas based company that specializes in chemical soil stabilization.

Please send RSVP to Same.wichita.mountains@gmail.com

Building 600 RM 655/656 See AttACHED Map

Rob Altman is the program manager for Uretek USA, which is a Texas based company that specializes in chemical soil stabilization. Rob handles the federal projects division, which has successfully completed many projects for federal agencies such as DOD, FEMA, and multiple federal and state DOT’s. In addition to being a material expert on the field of modified polymer soil stabilization, Rob is also heavily involved in his local SAME Post in the Dallas, TX area where he currently serves as Vice President of their Post.

Uretek has had extensive success using polymers to improve unstable ground conditions, and to stabilize roads, railways, runways, foundations, and sea walls; in all, Uretek has completed over 1,000 projects. The completed projects include some that included stabilizing areas with very wet ground conditions. Despite these difficult environments, they were able to correct the damage and prevent future damage from occurring. In addition, all the polymers are environmentally friendly and highly stable. One of the biggest advantages of Uretek's polymers is that often the stabilization process avoids the need to excavate or replace existing structures.
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